Beach usage is a significant - and growing - part of the tourism industry. Expectations of beach patrons are increasing and giving a competitive advantage to those beaches that are well-maintained.

Cherrington Beach Cleaners, with their unique powered sand screening method and design, are the most effective mechanical beach cleaners. They clean by lifting the sand from the beach, screening it through an oscillating, powered screen, and immediately returning the sand to the beach.

This screening method removes cigarette filters, broken glass, seaweed, bottle caps, coral, shells, and stones – everything bigger than the chosen screen-hole size. Only Cherrington’s Screen Clean Method truly removes all the trash and debris, and produces a beautiful and safe beach for your patrons. Most of the dangerous or unwanted debris on a beach is hidden under a layer of beach sand. The Cherrington Screen Clean Method screens – up to 6” (15cm) deep.

Cherrington Beach Cleaners lift and carry the sand over the screen using loading paddles. The Cherrington system powers the sifting screen in short, oscillating, movements which produce an intense, elliptical motion to the fixed, non-rotating, sifting screen for effective separation of the debris from the sand. The oscillation is adjustable for fast and precise screening of all types of beach sand. The sand is immediately returned to the beach, while the loading paddles carry the debris that is larger than the selected, and easily changeable, screen-hole size, into the hopper.

Standard screen-hole sizes are 3/8” (9mm), 1/2” (13mm), 3/4” (19mm) and 1” (25mm). Other screens may be ordered for unique applications, such as newly dredged sand or oil spill clean-up.
Cherrington offers our hydraulically powered beach cleaning and mobile screening machines in tractor towed or self-propelled models, and in a range of sizes to fit your beach size and budget. The Cherrington design of screening makes Cherrington the most efficient and easiest beach cleaner to operate and maintain.

Our goal is to bring you the most advanced and cost-effective solutions for your beach cleaning that are versatile, dependable and low maintenance.

Cherrington’s self-propelled beach cleaners offer zero-turn radius for maximum productivity and maneuverability. Their compact size makes them easy to transport and store. The self-propelled Cherrington models excel on large ocean beaches, and yet easily maneuver on beaches or play areas that are too narrow for tractor model beach cleaners.

The unique Cherrington screening system can be quickly and easily adapted to meet your changing conditions. Whether you are doing beach cleaning, need a rock picker, track screener or even need firing range clean-up, this reliable system allows you to choose the size of the material you need to screen out, while giving you the fastest and most efficient operation possible.

Only Cherrington’s Screen-Clean Method truly removes all the trash and debris, producing a beautiful and safe beach. Most of the dangerous debris on a beach is hidden under a layer of beach sand. Our oscillating screening method will remove cigarette filters, broken glass, seaweed, bottle caps, coral, shells, and stones – everything bigger than the chosen screen-hole size, while lifting and aerating the sand. A Cherrington Screened beach will keep your patrons coming back every season.

Click to see the following videos for more information:
- Introducing the Cherrington Model 5500 Beach Cleaner Video
- Beautiful Beaches Require Regular Maintenance
- Cherrington Beach Cleaners – Tractor Models Video
- Cherrington Screeners for Tough Applications Video